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 • By using a dedicated mic-in, we will make sure the microphone you choose will deliver the best quality in a convenient, compact form factor. With its 20-bit AD/DA conversion, the AUM-CH2 provides the highest quality for vocals and acoustic instruments, including drum kits, drum machines and karaoke. What's in the box An Adapter Unit (AUX) and power cord Setup This unit is built like a
tank. There is nothing to break or open. In fact, it's made of plastic but it feels sturdy and tough. This allows this mic to be placed in and out of speakers and rack units without worry. The internal components are kept cool by a gel-like material, which also protects them from dust and dirt. The lid is also made of plastic, so it is easy to clean. This also allows you to remove the mic easily, even when it's
placed on a mixer. The mic is protected in a shock-absorbing cushioned, dust-proof, heat-resistant enclosure. This one-piece enclosure combines the mic and its stand into one complete unit. This also helps it to feel more stable. The enclosure is secured on the stand with an anti-vibration gasket, which minimizes unwanted vibrations while recording. The stand has an all-metal grille on top to ensure a

smooth airflow and no sound-blocking. Features The unit has a rubberized top and matte finish that feels warm, comfortable and solid. The flip side of the mic has a convenient flip top that gives you easy access to mic preamps, EQ controls, and filters. The matte finish helps reduce glare, and the rubberized top helps to prevent slipping. The mic itself has a high density, low-noise dynamic mic capsule
with a super-cardioid polar pattern for clear and accurate vocals, and a precision condenser mic capsule for crystal clear, punchy, acoustic instruments. A super-cardioid polar pattern, which has a lower proximity effect, makes it more sensitive to vocals and drums. It's perfect for capturing vocals and drums in stereo or mono mode. In fact, it's used on almost every top-of-the-line vocal microphone.

The capsule's low-noise electrostatic drivers provide excellent frequency response and clarity for vocals, allowing you to hear details in the vocal that 520fdb1ae7
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